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Using heat conduction equations that have been proposed for low temperature,
this paper studies the convergence of the solution as the relaxation time  tends to
'Ž .zero. It is first shown that in energy norm the convergence rate is at least O  .
Ž .For a time integrated measure the convergence rate is seen to be O  . In each
case explicit bounds in terms of data are obtained.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A number of different models for heat conduction have appeared in the
Ž  .literature in recent years see, e.g., 25 . One in particular which has
 been proposed 5 for heat conduction at low temperature introduces the
following equation which relates heat flux and temperature
 u u  T  u   u , 1.1Ž .i , t i , i i j , ji
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where u denotes the ith component of heat flux and T is the tempera-i
ture. The coefficients  ,  , , and  are positive constants and  is the
Ž .Laplace operator. Associated with this system 1.1 is the energy balance
cT u , 1.2Ž ., t i , i
where c is a positive constant. We have used a comma to denote partial
differentiation and have made use of the summation convention of sum-
ming over repeated spatial indices from 1 to 3.
A number of different aspects of this system have been studied in the
 literature. For instance Morro et al. 5 investigated questions of unique-
Ž .ness and decay or growth both forward and backward in time. For the
 forward in time problem Payne and Song 7, 8 derived continuous depen-
dence both on spatial and initial time geometry. PhragmenLindelof and´ ¨
 continuous dependence type results were obtained by Payne and Song 6 .
Related continuous dependence and convergence results were derived by
   Payne et al. 9 and Payne and Straughan 10 for Brinkman and Forch-
 heimer models, and similar questions have been investigated 11 for a
Maxwell fluid. For additional results related to those cited above see the
 book of Ames and Straughan 1 . We mention finally that for the backward
Ž . Ž .  in time problem for the system 1.1 and 1.2 Franchi and Straughan 3
studied the dependence of the solution on the relaxation time  and
investigated in particular convergence of the solution as  0. This
backward in time problem required an additional constraint on the prob-
lem which is not required for the forward in time problem. In this paper
we investigate the convergence of the solution forward in time as  0.
To be more specific, we are concerned with an initial boundary value
Ž . Ž .problem for 1.1 , 1.2 , and we study how the solution of this system
converges to the solution of a related initial boundary value problem for
the solution of
0  S      ,i , i i j , ji
1.3Ž .
cS  ,, t i , i
as the relaxation time  tends to zero.
Ž .In Section 2 we derive an inequality for the relaxation time  which
'Ž .implies the rate of convergence O  as the relaxation time tends to zero.
Ž .In Section 3 we establish an improved convergence rate O  by employing
a time-integrated weaker measure.
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2. CONVERGENCE IN ENERGY NORM
In this section we investigate the question of how the solution of
 4 u u  T  u   u in  t 0 ,i , t i , i i j , ji
 4cT u in  t 0 ,, t i , i
 4u x, t  f x, t , x  t 0 ,Ž . Ž .i i 2.1Ž .
u x, 0  g x , x ,Ž . Ž .i i
T x, 0  T x , x ,Ž . Ž .0
converges in energy norm to the solution of
 40  S      in  t 0 ,i , i i j , ji
 4cS  in  t 0 ,, t i , i
2.2Ž .
 4 x, t  f x, t , x  t 0 ,Ž . Ž .i i
S x, 0  T x , x ,Ž . Ž .0
as  0. Here  is a bounded domain in 3 assumed to be strongly
star-shaped with respect to an origin in , and  denotes its boundary.
The functions f , g , and T are prescribed data terms. It is clear thati i 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .unless f x, 0 is such that  x, 0  g x , u will not converge pointwise toi i i
 as  0. For small  there will be an initial layer near t 0. We can,i
however, expect u to tend to  in L or in energy norm as  0. Toi i 2
investigate energy norm convergence we set
w  u  , 	 T S, 2.3Ž .i i i
and derive an inequality of the form
 c
2w w dx 	 dxH Hi i2 2Ž . Ž . t  t
t 2 w w   w dx d
	 Q , 2.4Ž .HH i , j i , j j , j
0 
Ž .where Q is a computable data term. Regarding the left-hand side of 2.4
as the square of an energy norm, this will demonstrate that u   , T Si i'Ž .in energy norm at least at a rate of O  .
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Ž .In deriving 2.4 we note that w and 	 satisfyi
 4 u w  	  w   w in  t 0 , 2.5Ž .i , t i , i i j , ji
 4c	 w in  t 0 , 2.6Ž ., t i , i
 4w x, t  0, x  t 0 , 2.7Ž . Ž .i
w x, 0  g  x, 0 , x , 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
	 x, 0  0, x . 2.9Ž . Ž .
Then forming the identity
t
w  u  w  	  w   w dx d
 0, 2.10 4 Ž .HH i i , 
 i , i i j , ji
0 
we obtain upon integration by parts
t t 2w w dx  w w  w w   w dx d
H HHi i i i i , j i , j j , j2 Ž . 
 0 0
t t
 w  dx d
  	w dx d
 . 2.11Ž .HH HHi i , 
 i , i
0  0 
Use of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality in the first time on the
Ž .right and 2.6 in the second we have for an arbitrary positive constant 
 c t2 2w w dx 	 dx w w  w w   w dx d
H H HHi i i i i , j i , j j , j2 2Ž . Ž . t  t 0 
  2t t
	 w w dx  w w dx d
   dx d
 . 2.12Ž .H HH HHi i i i i , 
 i , 
2 4Ž . 0 0  0 
The choice  1 leads to
 c t2 2E t  w w dx 	 dx w w   w dx d
Ž . H H HHi i i , j i , j j , j2 2Ž . Ž . t  t 0 
 2 t
	  g g dx    dx   dx d
 . 2.13Ž .H H HHi i i i i , 
 i , 
4Ž .  0 0 
In order to bound H   dx we introduce the auxiliary vector function  Ž0. i i i
defined as the solution of
     in  0 ,Ž .i j , ji i i
2.14Ž .
  0 on  0 .Ž .i
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Then
  dx       dx 4H Hi i i i j , ji i
Ž . Ž . 0  0
   n   n ds   S dx 4E Hi i , j j j , j i i , i
Ž . Ž . 0  0
   n   n ds  S dx . 2.15 4 Ž .E Hi i , j j j , j i i , i
Ž . Ž . 0  0
Ž . Ž .It follows then, using 2.2 and 2.2 , that for arbitrary positive constants3 4
 ,  , and 1 2 3
   1 2 2  dx	 f f ds f n dsŽ .H E Ei i i i i i2 2Ž . 0  
 2 3 2 T dx   dsH E0 i , j i , j2 2 Ž .  01
 
2 2  ds  dx . 2.16Ž .E Hj , j i , i2 2Ž . Ž . 0  02 3
Ž .  To deal with the last three terms in 2.16 , following 12 we form the
identity
x        dx 0, 2.17 4 Ž .H k i , k i j , ji i i
Ž . 0
which upon integrating by parts and using the arithmetic-geometric mean
inequality leads to
  
2x n   ds x n  ds   dxE E Hk k i , j i , j k k j , j i , j i , j2 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . 0  0  0
 3
2  dx   dxH Hj , j i i2 2Ž . Ž . 0  0
 d 2
 x   dx	   dx   dx , 2.18Ž .H H Hk i , k i i , k i , k i i2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . 0  0  0
 where d is the maximum distance from the origin to , i.e., dmax x .
Since  is strongly star-shaped we set
x n 
 min x n  p 0 on  . 2.19Ž .k k k k

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With the choice   p1,   p1,    for an arbitrary positive1 2 3
Ž .constant  , inequality 2.16 becomes
  2  dx	 f f ds f n dsŽ .H E Ei i i i i i2 p 2 pŽ . 0  
 2 p
2 T dx   dsH E0 i , j i , j2 2 Ž .  0
 p 
2 2  ds  dx , 2.20Ž .E Hj , j i , i2 2Ž . Ž . 0  0
Ž .or making use of 2.18 on the right
  2  dx	 f f ds f n dsŽ .H E Ei i i i i i2 p 2 pŽ . 0  
 2 d 2
2 T dx   dx . 2.21Ž .H H0 i i2 2 Ž .  0
Setting  d 2 we obtain
d 2 d 2 d 2 22 2  dx	 f f ds f n ds T dx . 2.22Ž . Ž .H E E Hi i i i i i 0p p Ž . 0   
Ž .To bound the last term on the right-hand side of 2.13 we introduce the
auxiliary vector function H defined as the solution ofi
 4HH H  0 in  t 0 ,i j , ji i
2.23Ž .
 4H  on  t 0 .i i , 

We now make use of the triangle inequality to write
12 12
t t
  dx d
 	  H  H dx d
Ž . Ž .HH HHi , 
 i , 
 i , 
 i i , 
 i
0  0 
12
t
 H H dx d
 . 2.24Ž .HH i i
0 
Ž .To bound the first term on the right-hand side of 2.24 we start with the
identity
t
 H    H     HŽ . Ž . Ž .HH i , 
 i j , ji i , 
 i i , 
 i½ c0 
  H dx d
 0. 2.25Ž .Ž .j , ji
 j , ji 5
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This leads to
t
 H  H dx d
Ž . Ž .HH i , 
 i i , 
 i
0 
t 2   H  H    H dx d
Ž . Ž . Ž .HH ½ 5i , j
 i , j i , j
 i , j j , j
 j , j
0 
 t
  H  dx d
Ž .HH i , 
 i j , jic 0 
t  t2  dx   H dx d
 . 2.26Ž .H HHj , j j , j i , i2c cŽ . 
 0 0
Dropping the negative term on the right we find for an arbitrary positive
constant  ,
t
 H  H dx d
Ž . Ž .HH i , 
 i i , 
 i
0 
  t t2 2 2	  dx  dx d
 H dx d
 . 2.27Ž .H HH HHj , j j , j i , i2c 2 c 2cŽ . 0 0  0 
Ž .To bound the last term on the right-hand side of 2.27 we consider the
identity
t
x H H  H H dx d
 0. 2.28Ž .Ž .HH k i , k i j , ji i
0 
This leads after rearrangement to
t t
 x H H n H n ds d
 x n H H ds d
Ž .HE HEk i , j i , k j i , j k k k i , j i , j20  0 
 t t
 H H dx d
  x H H n H n ds d
Ž .HH HEi , j i , j k j , j i , k i i , i k2 0  0 
 t t2 2 x n H ds d
 H dx d
HE HHk k j , j j , j2 20  0 
1 3t t
 x n H H ds d
 H H dx d
 0. 2.29Ž .HE HHk k i i i i2 20  0 
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Note the fact that H n H n , and H n H n on  arei, k j i, j k i, k k i, i k
tangential derivatives. It thus follows using the arithmetic-geometric mean
inequality
3  t t t 2H H dx d
 H H dx d
 H dx d
HH HH HHi i i , j i , j j , j2 2 20  0  0 
1 t
	 x n f f ds d
HE k k i , 
 i , 
2 0 
 r 2t
 f n  f n f n  f n ds d
Ž . Ž .HE i , k
 j i , j
 k i , k
 j i , j
 k2 x n0  k k
 r 2t
 f n  f n f n  f n ds d
Ž . Ž .HE i , k
 i i , i
 k j , k
 j j , j
 k2 x n0  k k
d d 2t t 2 	 f f ds d
   grad f ds d
 ,Ž .HE HEi , 
 i , 
 s , 
2 2 p0  0 
2.30Ž .
where grad denotes the tangential projection of the gradient. Clearly thens
dt t2H dx d
	 f f ds d
HH HEi , i i , 
 i , 
0  0 
d 2 t 2    grad f ds d
Ž . HE s , 
p 0 
Q. 2.31Ž .
To complete the bounds for the other two terms on the right-hand side
Ž .of 2.27 we first set
t t2 2² :V    dx d
      dx d
 . 2.32Ž .Ž .HH HHi i i , j i , j j , j
0  0 
Since it is difficult to work with the inhomogeneous boundary data for  ,i
we introduce an auxiliary vector function R satisfyingi
 4R R R  0 in  t 0 ,i j , ji i
2.33Ž .
 4R  on  t 0 .i i
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From the triangle inequality it follows that
² : ² : ² :V 	 V R  R . 2.34Ž .
Using the differential equations and integration by parts, we have for an
arbitrary positive constant 
t2² :V R    R S dx d
Ž .HH i i , i
0 
t
    R S dx d
Ž .HH i , i i , i
0 
t 1 c S  R S dx d
Ž .HH , 
 i , i
0 
  t2 2 S dx T dx  R S dx d
H H HH0 i , i2c 2cŽ . t  0 
 
2 2	 S dx T dxH H 02c 2cŽ . t 
 t t2 2 S dx d
 R dx d
 , 2.35Ž .HH HH i , i2 20  0 
where we have used the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality in the last
step. Dropping the non-negative term on the left-hand side and letting
t 2P t  S dx d
 , 2.36Ž . Ž .HH
0 
we have
dP c t 2 2	 acP R dx d
 T dx . 2.37Ž .HH Hi , i 0dt  0  
An integration yields
1 1 t2 2  ctP	 T dx R dx d
 e  1 . 2.38Ž . Ž .H HH0 i , i2½ 5c  0 
Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.38 into 2.35 results in
  2 22 2  ct² : ² :V R  S dx	 T dx R e . 2.39Ž .H H 0½ 52c 2c 2Ž . t 
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² : ² :Thus we require only a bound for R in order to obtain a bound for V .
To this end, we consider the identity
t
x R R  R  R dx d
 0, 2.40Ž .HH k i , k i j , ji i
0 
and following the analogous procedure as that used for H we findi
1 1 t2² :R 	 x n f f ds d
HE k k i i2 2 0 
 r 2t
 f n  f n f n  f n ds d
Ž . Ž .HE i , k j i , j k i , k j i , j k2 x n0  k k
 r 2t
 f n  f n f n  f n ds d
 ,Ž . Ž .HE i , k i i , i k j , k j j , j k2 x n0  k k
or
t t2 2² :  R 	 d f f ds d
 K grad f ds d
Q , 2.41Ž .HE HEi i 1 s 1
0  0 
2 1Ž .where K  d p   .1
² :2 ² :2Thus a use of bounds for R and V R leads to
1t 22 ² : dx d
	 VHH j , j 0 
1  
2  ct	 T dx Q e  2QH 0 1 1ž / c 
Q . 2.42Ž .2
Ž .Finally, to complete the bound for the right-hand side of 2.27 in terms
of data, it remains to bound the term H  2 dx. We suppose that the Ž0. j, j
differential equation holds at t 0 and set
² :2 2v    dx      dx , 2.43Ž .Ž .H Hi i i , j i , j j , j
Ž . Ž . 0  0
² :2 2r  R R dx R R  R dx . 2.44Ž .Ž .H Hi i i , j i , j j , j
Ž . Ž . 0  0
By employing the triangle inequality we see that
² : ² : ² :v 	 r  v r . 2.45Ž .
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Ž .As in the second step in 2.35 omitting the time-integral we may write
² :2v r     R S dxŽ .H i , i i , i
Ž . 0
12 12
2 2	   dx T dxH Hi , i 0ž /ž /Ž . 0 
12 12
2 2  R dx T dx . 2.46Ž .H Hi , i 0ž /ž /Ž . 0 
Ž .Following the same procedure as in 2.40 , we consider the identity
x R R  R  R dx d
 0, 2.47Ž .H k i , k i j , ji i
Ž . 0
and conclude that
² :2r 	 x n f f dsE k k i i

r 2
  f n  f n f n  f n dsŽ . Ž .E i , k j i , j k i , k j i , j kx n k k
r 2
  f n  f n f n  f n dsŽ . Ž .E i , k i i , i k j , k j j , j kx n k k
  2	 d f f ds K grad f dsQ , 2.48Ž .E Ei i 1 s 3
 
2 1Ž . ² :where K  d p   . Using the bound for r and the inequalities1
Ž . Ž . 22.45 , 2.46 , and solving for H  dx, we have Ž0. i, i
1224  Q32 2 2 dx	 Q  T dx  T dxH H Hi , i 3 0 0½ 5ž /  Ž . 0  
Q . 2.49Ž .4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 2.49 , 2.42 , 2.31 , 2.27 , and 2.24 we obtain finally
E t 	 Q , 2.50Ž . Ž .
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where for an arbitrary positive constant 
Q Q  Q4 2
Q g g dxQ     Q . 2.51Ž .H i i 0 ž /4c 4 c 2c 2
Ž . Ž .Inequality 2.4 or 2.50 is an a priori bound that demonstrates conver-
gence in the measure indicated. In the next section we derive an improved
convergence for a weaker measure.
3. CONVERGENCE IN A TIME-INTEGRATED MEASURE
In this section we are able to improve the rate of convergence by
Ž .employing a time-integrated measure, i.e., the left-hand side of 3.10
Ž .rather than the measure of the left-hand side of 2.4 . To do this, we set
t t
u x, t  u x,
 d
 ,  x, t  T x,
 d




 x, t   x,
 d
 ,  x, t  S x,
 d
 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ H Hi i
0 0
Ž . Ž .and note that u ,  and  ,  satisfy˜ ˜i
u   u   u   u x, 0  u x, t ,Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜i , i i j , ji i i
3.2Ž .
c u  cT x, 0 ,Ž .˜, t i , i
and
       ,˜ ˜ ˜i , i i j , ji
3.3Ž .
c   cS x, 0 .Ž .˜, t i , i
To investigate convergence as  0, we define  and  byi
  u  ,    , 3.4Ž .˜ ˜i i i
and observe that  and  satisfy the homogeneous initial-boundary valuei
problem
 4         u x, t  u x, 0 in  t 0 ,Ž . Ž .i , i i j , ji i i
 4c  in  t 0 ,, t i , i
 4 x, t  0, x  t 0 ,Ž .i
3.5Ž .
 x, 0  0, x ,Ž .i
 x, 0  0, x .Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .We multiply 3.5 by  , use 3.5 , and integrate over  0, t to find1 i 2
upon integrating by parts
t t 2  dx d
     dx d
Ž .HH HHi i i , j i , j j , j
0  0 
t t
   dx d
   u x,
  u x, 0 dx d
Ž . Ž .HH HHi , i i i i
0  0 
c t2  dx   u x,
  u x, 0 dx d





    dx d
Ž . Ž .HH HHi i i i , 
 i
0  0 
1 t
   dx   dx d
 , 3.7Ž .H HHi i i i2 Ž . t 0 
Ž . Ž . Ž .where we have used the fact that  x, 0  0. Substituting 3.7 into 3.6i
results in
 c t2  dx  dx   dx d
H H HHi i i i2 2Ž . Ž . t  t 0 
t 2     dx d




  g  dx d
 . 3.8Ž . Ž .HH i i i
0 
Then an application of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality yields for
arbitrary positive constants  and 
 c   t2  dx  dx 1    dx d
H H HHi i i iž /2 2 2 2Ž . Ž . t  t 0 
t 2     dx d
HH i , j i , j j , j
0 
 2 1 tt
	   dx d
 g g dx . 3.9Ž .HH Hi i i i½ 52  0  
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Ž .Thus with the aid of 2.42 and the choices   12 we obtain
 c 1 t2  dx  dx   dx d
H H HHi i i i2 2 2Ž . Ž . t  t 0 
t 2     dx d
HH i , j i , j j , j
0 
	  2 Q  t g g dx . 3.10Ž .H2 i iž /

Ž .This inequality establishes a better rate of convergence than 2.4 but in a
weaker norm. To see what some of terms on the left-hand side look like in
terms of u and  note thati i
t t t 22 2 2 2 dx d
 c  dx d
 c T S dx d
 ,Ž .HH HH HHj , j , 

0  0  0 
t t
  dx u  d
 u  d




  dx d
 u  d u  d dx d
 ,Ž . Ž .HH HH H H, j , ji , j i , j i i i i½ 5Ž .0  0  
 0 0
Ž .which shows that the convergence of T to S in L is actually O  as one2
might expect.
It would be possible to derive convergence estimates for nonstar-shaped
regions, but the results would be more complicated.
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